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The War on Terror
Unit 13

The Human Shield

Mi Guapo,
You are listening in your cell1 to my words as I write. I’m sitting up in bed. The pad is on my knees.
(…)
My phone rang and there was Yasmina’s clipped2 voice – finches3 chirp4 quickly like this when their tree is at risk

– telling me that an Apache5 had been circling above the old tobacco factory in the Abor district, where seven of ours
were hiding, and that the neighbouring women – and other women too – were preparing to form a human shield
around the factory and on its roof, to prevent them shelling6 it. I told her I would come.

I put down the telephone and stood still, yet it was as if I was running. Cool air was striking my forehead.
Something of mine – but not my body, maybe my name A’ida – was running, swerving7, soaring, plummeting8 and
becoming impossible to sight or get aim on9. Perhaps a released bird has this sensation. A kind of limpidity.

I’m not going to send you this letter, yet I want to tell what we did the other day. Perhaps you won’t read it until
we are both dead, no, the dead don’t read. The dead are what remains from what has been written. Much of what is
written is reduced to ashes. The dead are all there in the words that stay.

By the time I got there, twenty women, waving white headscarves, were installed on the flat roof. The factory has
three floors – like your prison. At ground level, lines of women with their backs to the wall, surrounded the entire
building. No tanks, jeeps or Humvee10 yet to be seen. So I walked from the road across the wasteland to join them.
Some of the women I recognized, others I didn’t. We touched and looked at one another silently, to confirm what
we shared, what we had in common. Our one chance was to become a single body for as long as we stood there and
refused to budge11.

We heard the Apache returning. It was flying slowly and low to frighten and observe us, its four-bladed rotor12

blackmailing the air below to hold it up. We heard the familiar Apache growl, the growl of them deciding and us
rushing for shelter to hide – but not today. We could see the two Hellfire missiles tucked under its armpits13. We
could see the pilot and his gunner. We could see the mini-guns pointing at us.

(…)
The Apache was hovering14 above the factory roof, three floors higher in the sky, stationary but never still. We held

one another’s hands and from time to time repeated each other’s names. I was holding the hands of Koto and
Miriam. Koto was nineteen and had very white teeth. Miriam was a widow in her fifties whose husband had been
killed twenty years ago. Although I’m not going to send you this letter I change their names.

At that moment we heard the tanks approaching down the street. Four of them. Koto was stroking my wrist with
one of her fingers. We heard the tannoy15 voice announcing a curfew16 and ordering everyone to disperse and get
indoors. The street on the other side of the wasteland was crowded, and I spotted several cameramen there. A few
decigrams in our favour.

The immense tanks were now coming fast towards us, turrets turning to select their exact target.
The fear provoked by sounds is the hardest to control. The clatter of their tracks grappling17 and flattening18

whatever they drove over, the roar of their engines twisted into their suction noise, and the loudspeaker ordering us
to disperse – all three becoming louder and louder, until they stopped in a line facing us, twelve metres away, and
the muzzles19 of their 105 mm cannons even closer. We didn’t huddle20, we stood apart, only our hands touching.

1. cell: prison room.
2. clipped: muted.
3. finch: type of small bird.
4. chirp: bird noise.
5. Apache: US made attack helicopter.
6. shelling: bombarding.
7. swerving: turning suddenly to one side.
8. plummeting: falling suddenly.

19. get aim on: target.
10. Humvee: US military transport,

a large jeep.
11. budge: move.
12. rotor: the shaft of helicopter blades.
13. armpits: space beneath the arms.
14. hovering: staying in the air in one

place.

15. tannoy: loudspeaker.
16. curfew: rule that all people 

should be indoors by a stated 
time.

17. grappling: struggling.
18. flattening: making flat.
19. muzzles: fronts of guns.
20. huddle: crowd together.
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A commander emerging from the hatch21 of the first tank informed us, speaking our language badly, that we would
now be forced to disperse.

Do you know how much an Apache costs? I asked Koto out of the corner of my mouth. She shook her head. Fifty
million dollars, I said between my teeth. Miriam kissed my cheek. I was expecting the rear door of one of the tanks
to be pushed up and the soldiers to emerge, land on their feet and round us up. It would have taken no more than
a minute. And it didn’t happen. Instead the tanks turned and, following each other with a distance of 20 metres
between each, they began slowly to circle our circle.

I didn’t think of it then, mi Guapo, but now writing to you in the middle of the night, I think of Herodotus.
Herodotus from Halicarnassus, who was the first to write down stories about tyrants being made deaf to every god
by the din22 of their own machines.

John Berger, From A to X, A Story in Letters, Verso, 2008

21. hatch: opening.
22. din: loud noise.

P Understanding the text

Answer these questions.

1. How does the writer address the receiver of the letter? What does this tell us about their relationship?

2. Who rang and with what information?

3. What were the women preparing to do?

4. Try to imagine why A’ida is not planning to actually send this letter.

5. Describe the scene in your own words at the factory.

6. What did the Apache do and how did the women react?

7. What were the women told to do?

8. What was the most frightening aspect of the ordeal according to A’ida?

P Beyond the text

To what does A’ida make a comparison with the sounds of the Apache? How is it appropriate?

Where do you think this is all taking place and when? Find some examples from the extract to illustrate your
answers.
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